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Process + Manufacturing

Process
DEDC provides process engineering and process design for multidiscipline
process projects. Whether you are planning a completely new process, or
contemplating an expansion or upgrade of your existing facilities, DEDC can
effectively serve your needs.

Our staff of chemical engineers and process designers is supported by a
complement of disciplines including mechanical, electrical, instrumentation,
structural, piping and controls. The result is a consulting partner who brings
planning and design experience to the process itself, as well as to the facility
that houses it.

General Services

Unit Operations

Process Design

• Process Studies/Conceptual
Design

• Reactor Design

• Process Simulation 		

• Distillation Evaporation

• Process Development 		

• Risk Management Programs

• Drying

• Process Flow Diagrams 		

• Relief/Venting Systems

• Particle Size Classification

• Thermal Oxidizers		

• Mass and Energy Balances

• Gas/Liquid Reactions

• Process System Debottlenecking

• Water and Wastewater Treatment

• Filtration

• Hazardous Remediation

• P&IDs and Process Flow

• Continuous and Batch Decanting

• Stream Reconcentration

• P&ID Walkdown

• Liquid/Liquid Extraction

• Functional System Descriptions for
Process Systems

• Centrifuging

• Expanders, Compressors
and Pumps

• Milling

• Glass Unit Equipment and Piping

• Process Software

• Scrubbing/Absorption

• Process/Instrumentation
Diagrams

• Process Simulations
• Equipment Sizing and Specification
• Vendor Qualification
• Construction Cost Estimating
• OSHA Compliance Evaluations
• PSM Programming
• Water/Air Remediation

• Crystallization
• Neutralization
• Granulation
• Adsorption
• Vacuum Systems
• Water Purification
• Fluid Handling Systems
• Solids Handling Systems

• Two- and Three-Phase Separators
• Yield and Equilibrium Reactors
• Thermal Oxidizers
• Heat Exchangers
• ASME Vessel Design
• Process Control Development
• Process Utilities
• Relief System Calculations
• High-Pressure System Design
• Fluidized System Design
• Relief Device Sizing
and Specification
• Pipe Stress Analysis

Process + Manufacturing

Manufacturing
DEDC provides value-added engineering and design services to a wide range
of manufacturing and industrial clients. Our manufacturing-focused industries
include aerospace, automotive products, pharmaceutical (cGMP), building
materials, medical devices, energy products, consumer products, food and
beverage, chemical and petrochemical.

Whether the project involves expanding existing facilities, installing new utility
systems, selecting the optimal process for producing finished products,
reconfiguring processes to improve operational efficiency or providing strategic
planning, DEDC has the resources and experience to meet the challenge.

Profile + Services
About Us

Commitment to You

Established in 1965, DEDC is a privately owned, full-service,
multidisciplined engineering and design firm. We offer inhouse expertise in mechanical HVAC, electrical, plumbing,
process / chemical, structural and instrumentation / control
engineering and design services. Our organization is
structured to meet the challenges of projects of different sizes
and complexities. Our practice has been built on the quality
of our people, the depth of our client base, strength in our
relationships, and a diverse resume of design experience.

DEDC is dedicated to providing excellence in engineering
and service. We will provide the highest level of technical
expertise for your project. We will use our creativity to solve
complex problems. We will be customer focused and flexible
in all of our interactions. It is our challenge to ensure that the
skills and talents of our staff meet your needs.

Culture
We believe that everything in business and life is about
relationships. We strive to develop and maintain good
business relationships with our clients. We value each
member of our staff and strive to provide a quality work
environment where each professional benefits from
experiences and opportunities on a continuous basis. We
believe that internal clients are as important as the external
client. We encourage each member of our firm to treat others
with the same respect and attention that an external client
receives. Each engineer and project manager is encouraged
to make decisions. We encourage each member of the firm to
market and promote DEDC and our services.

We believe that teamwork, communications and partnering
are key to making any relationship successful. By consistently
listening to you, we will understand your needs and objectives.
Our goal is to become an extension of your organization. Our
focus is the relationship, not simply the project.

We Build Relationships
DEDC is fortunate to have long-standing relationships with
a number of clients who are leaders in their industries. The
quality of our offering is exemplified by the quality of our
clients. Our success has come from listening, understanding
and responding to the needs of our clients. Their satisfaction
is measured by their desire to work with us again.

Engineering and Design Services

Energy Audits and Modeling

Chemical/Process

On-Demand Utility Production Evaluations

Mechanical HVAC

Energy Consumption Evaluations

Electrical

Life Cycle Cost Analysis

Structural

Building Optimization Programming Analysis

Instrumentation
Utility Master Planning
Engineering Evaluations

Campus

Feasibility Analysis

Building

Cost Estimating
Front-End Loading

On-Site Resources
Project Management

Sustainable Design

Engineering and Design

LEED Energy Modeling

Renewable Energy Design

LEED Design		

CAD

Energy Star
Commissioning Services (DEDC-Cx)

Process

Project Facts

CASE STUDY
SPI Pharma
Multiple Projects
Lewes, Delaware

−− SPI Pharma provides highly functional excipients and actives to help solve challenging formulation problems. Some
of these products are manufactured at SPI Pharma’s facility in Lewes, Delaware.
−− DEDC provides engineering and design assistance to SPI Pharma for a variety of projects. Examples include:
−− Spray Mill Upgrades

−− Main Reactor Upgrades and Expansion

−− LV Gel Upgrades

−− Support Infrastructure Improvements
and Upgrades

−− RVF Improvements

Project Facts
−− DEDC was responsible
for engineering and
design to integrate new
filling suites into an
operating pharmaceutical
manufacturing facility.

−− Space modifications
included:
−− Air locks
−− Gowning rooms
−− Fill room
−− Tunnel wash
−− Interlocked parts box
−− Parts and storage spaces
−− Materials storage/staging
−− All work had to be compliant
with strict air cleanliness
standards. Some areas
required classification
grades between 5 and 8 (per
ISO 14644-1), and others
grades between A and D (per
European GMP).

CASE STUDY
West-Ward
Pharmaceuticals
Filling Suites Upgrades
Cherry Hill, New Jersey

Manufacturing

−− The project included the
complete demolition of
existing filling suites and the
construction of two finished
pharmaceutical filling lines
and support spaces totaling
16,475 square feet.

CASE STUDY
FMC BioPolymer
Expansion
Newark, Delaware

Project Facts
−− The objective of the
project was to expand
microcrystalline cellulose
(MCC) production at this
facility.

Process

−− The expansion supports
the growth in demand for
FMC’s pharmaceutical and
food products markets.
−− The project involved the
installation of new pumps
and vessels, and piping and
mechanical equipment,
including a spray dryer and
sifter building for particle
separation.
−− Infrastructure upgrades
included installing a new
40,000-lb/hr boiler and
associated equipment.
−− DEDC provided
engineering and design
services, as well as
construction support and
oversight for the project.

Manufacturing
CASE STUDY
Siemens
SMVA Production Area
Newark, Delaware

Project Facts
−− This Siemens Facility manufactures a spectrum of immunoassay, chemistry, hermatology, molecular, urinalysis
and blood gas testing systems that serve the needs of laboratories all over the world.
−− The SMVA Production Area Project created a new SMVA (semi mono-clonal blocking antibodies) Production
Area. This work involved installation of bio reactors and associated piping, controls and pumps, as well as support
utilities such as ASTM Class 1 Deionized water, high-purity oxygen and medical-grade nitrogen. Design also
required HEPA-filtered air managed to meet specific pressurization control requirements.

Process
CASE STUDY
PBF Energy
Process Upgrades
Delaware City, Delaware

Project Facts
−− As part of the refinery’s integrated emission reduction program, a project was initiated to reduce emissions from
the refinery power plant. System upgrades included the introduction of steam into boiler burner systems. Steam
was directly injected into the flame area of the combustor, allowing the lowering of the flame temperature and the
reduction of NOx formation.
−− DEDC was responsible for system design, including process engineering, process piping design, mechanical stress
analysis, and electrical and instrumentation design and integration.
−− This project resulted in the reduced emissions target of 1,650 tons per year.

Project Facts
Over the last 15 years, DEDC
has completed more than 100
projects at the Delaware City
Refinery. A sampling of recent
projects include:
−− Crude Off-Loading Rack
Project
−− Sulfur Plant Nitrogen Piping
−− Control Room HVAC
Upgrades
−− NOx Reduction Project
−− Boiler 3, 4 Injection Quilts
−− Multiport Valve Upgrades
−− Storage Tank Piping
Modifications
−− Sulfuric Acid Pumps and
Manifold Replacement
−− Railcar Unloading Upgrades
−− Air Compressor Installations
−− Anhydrous Process
Upgrades
−− Steam System Distribution
System Expansion
−− Site Tepid Water Safety
Shower Upgrades
−− Rotary Vacuum Filter
Room Upgrades

CASE STUDY
PBF Energy
Process Upgrades
Delaware City, Delaware

Process

−− P&ID Walk Downs

Manufacturing
CASE STUDY
Boeing
South Campus
Paint Bay Installation
Ridley Park, Pennsylvania

Project Facts
−− This renovation included demolition of the existing interior followed by the installation of new metal wall and ceiling panels,
a new triple-filtered exhaust system with plenum, and supply plenum filtered doors (pictured). The space used an integrated
control system that monitored differential pressure across the filters, door position, and light fixture lens position.
−− The project included the installation of three in-line fans, a pit exhaust system, and two custom air-handling units. New
controlled, compressed air was provided for painting, and a new breathing air distribution system was also installed
throughout the space. An electrically, intrinsically safe lighting system was installed along the walls and ceiling, and a
ground loop was installed along the walls and within the flooring system.

Project Facts
−− DEDC provided design
for this multi-level,
15,000-square-foot
expansion to an Oligomer
manufacturing facility in
Virginia.

−− The infrastructure
upgrades included new
motor control centers,
cooling towers, heating
and ventilating equipment.
−− DEDC provided complete
engineering and design
services in all disciplines
for the project.

CASE STUDY
Sartomer / Arkema
Expansion
Chatham, Virginia

Process

−− The project was driven
by increased product
demand. The project
included infrastructure
upgrades, new process
equipment installation and
control system expansion.

CASE STUDY
Purelite Co-Polymer
Process Updates
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Project Facts

Process

−− This project provided
process improvements and
infrastructure upgrades
in Purelite’s Co-Polymer
Production Area. The
upgrades were completed
in phases to provide for
continuity of manufacturing
operations.
−− Phase one removes the
existing Witty Dryer and
installs a Fluidized Bed Dryer
adjacent to the existing
BD-1. New manufacturing
infrastructure including
process piping, pumping
systems and process
controls were provided.
Structural steel was also
reconfigured as part of this
process.
−− Phase two includes
manufacturing
infrastructure to support the
Cross Flow Membrane (CFM)
Jetting Systems. Process
equipment was installed,
including feed vessels,
product filter reactors and
support equipment.

Manufacturing
CASE STUDY
Dow
Manufacturing
Modifications
Newark, Delaware

Project Facts
−− This project involved the renovation of approximately 15,000 square feet of electronic materials manufacturing and
support space for Dow’s Electronic Materials Division. DEDC was responsible for conceptual and schematic design,
developing construction documents, bid package preparation and construction support.
−− The manufacturing space was reconfigured to update the equipment, improve manufacturing adjacencies and enhance
the through-put of the manufacturing process. The project included modifications of product machining, finishing and
inspection areas. A Constant Temperature/Constant Humidity space and specialized lighting controls were also provided.
−− The project was implemented in phases to allow the facility to remain in operation during construction.

Manufacturing
CASE STUDY
Safer Than Salt
New Facility
Ridley Park, Pennsylvania

Project Facts
−− The project involved the installation of specialized manufacturing and packaging equipment and required support
utilities for a new, state-of-the-art manufacturing and packaging facility for high-quality salt products. Utilities
provided included power, steam, compressed air, nitrogen and HVAC.
−− DEDC provided engineering and design in all disciplines, leading the conceptual design effort by preparing
equipment arrangements, materials flow analysis and time - motion studies. Ergonomics was also strongly
considered during the design phase.
−− DEDC provided assistance during construction and project startup.

Project Facts
−− Mannington’s campus in
Salem, New Jersey, is home to
corporate headquarters and
a resilient manufacturing and
warehousing facility. The Salem
manufacturing lines “convert” a
web material into an embossed,
vinyl flooring product.
−− This project reconfigured
an existing converting line
to improve efficiencies and
output, and provide quality
upgrades for processes and
products. The project involved:

−− Converting line equipment
structural modifications.
−− Installing a hot oil skid and
associated hot oil piping.
−− Creating a new process
piping trench system.
−− Providing new pumps,
process piping and support
systems.
−− Installing new steel framing
and equipment support.
−− Installing a radiant product
heating and make-up air
system.
−− Installing a new vapor
extraction system.

CASE STUDY
Mannington Mills
Converting Line
Reconfiguration
Salem, New Jersey

Manufacturing

−− Relocating four liquid vinyl
storage tanks.

CASE STUDY
W. L. Gore & Associates
New Manufacturing Line
Newark, Delaware

Manufacturing

Project Facts
−− To meet custom demands,
a new manufacturing line
was installed in an existing
Gore facility. The project
required mechanical and
electrical modifications
to approximately 25,000
square feet of space.
−− The work included
installation of:
−− New manufacturing
equipment.
−− A new 350-ton, watercooled chiller, pumps
and piping.
−− A central station airhandling unit and
associated ductwork.
−− Integration of an
8,000,000-BTUH
waste steam boiler into
the project. The waste
steam boiler used waste
heat to create steam,
which was then piped
into the existing HVAC
steam system to heat the
building.

Manufacturing
CASE STUDY
Envirowaste Processing
and Recycling Facility
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Project Facts
−− Envirowaste provides construction and demolition recycling services.
−− The new facility includes automated material sorting and recovery equipment.
−− DEDC assisted with project strategic planning.
−− We also provided drawings and specifications for permitting and construction.
−− DEDC assisted during construction and facility start-up.

Delaware
315 S. Chapel St.
Newark, DE 19711
302 . 738 . 7172
Philadelphia
Duane Morris Plaza
30 S. 17th Street, Suite 830
Philadelphia, PA 19103
267. 804 . 7286
www.dedc-eng.com

